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To the wonderful OT’s @ Zone, 

 

Having read your submission “Therapy Balls in the classroom setting” in the SI Newsletter, I felt compelled to 

share a bit of our story. 

 

Our story and journey is one of challenge, trial, discovery and blessed success. 

 

Daisy could be classified with something always “off” that was never able to be correctly diagnosed. She was 

able to compensate at school due to her intelligence and strong visual memory, however her underlying problems 

were never addressed.  Upon graduation in 2009 it became apparent that Daisy had more significant issues as she 

was not able to learn to drive a car.  This coupled with myriad of earlier concerns led to seeking medical advice 

from a variety of experts.  

 

 As it turns out, Daisy had Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) her entire life.  She had been in an OT/PT} SPD 

program for over a year and her sensory issues have nearly resolved. 

 

It was the suggestion of a social worker trained in anxiety – because Daisy was “super anxious”, who mentioned 

that he did not see her problems as real anxiety but noted that she had great difficulty in maintaining  the delicate 

balance of relationships with independence, co-dependence and dependence. 

 

It was this observation that “got the ball rolling” – that if you cannot maintain  balance in a social setting, 

friendships and more intimate relationships , then perhaps there is the physical deficit or weakness in maintaining  

balance. 

 

This “motherly theory” proved correct as Daisy had great difficulties with balance, rhythm, coordination and 

core strength………………… 

 

This is history now – with a flourishing and thriving young woman! 

 

Sitting on a ball and maintaining balance in a classroom may be an added benefit  to challenged children and may 

greatly enhance  their social and abstract skills. 

 

Thank you for allowing me to share. 

 

Kindest regards, 

Avigail Roberg (Daisy’s mom)  

 


